Designing a Room

Time to be a bit of an interior designer! Draw the objects from the list below in the room, on the next page. Then fill in the blanks in the sentences below to describe where in the room you drew the objects!

Objects

Bed  Book  Pencil  Fan  Stuffed Animal
Lamp  Poster  Journal  Fishbowl  Computer
Clock  Favorite Toy  Shelf  Chair  Cat
Window  Blanket  Table  Dog  Headphones
Picture Frame  Rug  Pen  Plant

Fill in the blanks to describe the picture you drew of the room.

The bed is next to the ________________________.

The ________________________ is on top of the dresser.

The poster is above the ________________________.

The clock is to the right of the ________________________.

My favorite stuffed animal is near the ________________________.

The ________________________ is next to the desk.

The ________________________ is behind the table.

The pencil is far from the ________________________.

The rug is below the ________________________.